And Now, the Moment of Truth

Last week, the entire military high command of Russia delivered a unified and blunt message to the United States and NATO: If you go forward with the next phase of European missile defense at the May 20 NATO summit in Chicago, “a decision on the preemptive use of available offensive weapons will be taken during the period of an escalating situation,” because the system is, ultimately, directed against Russia and fundamentally alters the strategic balance.

President Obama, in keeping with his Nero complex, believes the leadership in Moscow would not dare follow through on its threats. Thus, the President is once again showing himself to be a fool, blinded by his narcissism and incapable of acting to save the United States—and humanity as a whole—from a needless plunge into thermonuclear extinction. If there were ever a moment when true patriots must act to save the nation by removing the President from office by Constitutional means, that moment has now arrived.

The Russian threat to conduct preventive strikes against key components of the U.S.-NATO European Missile Defense system is in line with clear Russian strategic interests. President Putin, on his first day in office this week, made clear that he prefers strategic cooperation with the United States. But under no circumstances will he bend to pressures from Washington and London to accept the European BMD deployment on the basis of vague promises that the system is not, ultimately, targeted at Russia.

Putin and the Russian military command have offered a clear alternative: Abandon the unilateral missile defense deployment and negotiate a joint Strategic Defense of the Earth (SDE) in partnership with Russia and other leading nuclear powers, including China. The Russian SDE proposal is perfectly in line with the original Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), first proposed by Lyndon LaRouche in the late 1970s, and adopted by President Reagan on March 23, 1983.

Within the U.S. military establishment, there is an understanding that the Russian offer of cooperation is the only real game in town. At recent hearings of the House Armed Services Committee, Gen. Martin Dempsey, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, emphasized the importance of Russian-American cooperation on missile defense and other vital strategic issues. President Obama remains deaf to the general’s warnings.

And so, the world is potentially on the edge of the start of thermonuclear confrontation—as early as this month. It is no coincidence that Obama, a tool of the London-centered British financial oligarchy, is pushing this confrontation out of the blind delusion that Russia can be backed down. It is also no coincidence that this looming thermonuclear confrontation occurs at precisely the moment that the trans-Atlantic financial system is crashing. The Inter-Alpha Group of too-big-to-fail European banks is bankrupt beyond repair, and this banking group is at the very heart of the British oligarchy.

As the world stands on the very brink of thermonuclear war and extermination, one of the most terrifying features of the crisis is that so few American elected officials and policymakers have a clue about what is going on. The hard reality is: If President Obama is not constitutionally removed from office by May 20—the date of the Chicago NATO summit—and NATO goes ahead with authorization of the next-phase deployment of the European missile defense system, the world will enter a countdown to thermonuclear Armageddon.